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Abstra t
We present a BSP (Bulk Syn hronous Parallel) algorithm for solving the All Nearest Smaller
Values Problem (ANSVP), a fundamental problem in both graph theory and omputational
geometry. Our algorithm a hieves optimal sequential omputation time and uses only three
ommuni ation supersteps. In the worst ase, ea h ommuni ation phase takes no more than an
( np + p)-relation, where p is the number of the pro essors. In addition, our average- ase analysis
shows that, on random inputs, the expe ted ommuni ation requirements for all three steps
are bounded above by a p-relation, whi h is independent of the problem size n. Experiments
have been arried out on an SGI Origin 2000 with 32 R10000 pro essors and a SUN Enterprise
4000 multipro essing server supporting 8 UltraSPARC pro essors, using the MPI libraries. The
results learly demonstrate the ommuni ation eÆ ien y and load balan ing for omputation.
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1

Introdu tion

1.1

The BSP Model

Interpro essor ommuni ation has been shown to be ome a major bottlene k for parallel algorithm
performan e. Parallel algorithms should seek to minimize both omputation and ommuni ation
time to be onsidered pra ti al. For PRAM model, one fundamental assumption is that ommuni ation between pro essors are via ommon memory, and ea h memory a ess onsumes one unit
omputation time. For pra ti al purposes, this assumption does not lead to a urate performan e
predi tion.
The Bulk Syn hronous Parallel (BSP) model is a model for general-purpose, ar hite ture-independent
parallel programming, introdu ed by Valiant [17℄ and M Coll [13℄. The BSP model onsists of three
omponents: a set of pro essors, ea h with a lo al memory, a ommuni ation network, and a me hanism for globally syn hronizing the pro essors. All existing parallel omputers are BSP omputers
in this sense, but they have very di erent performan e hara teristi s. These di eren es are aptured by three parameters (in addition to a fourth, the pro essor speed of the omputer), p: the
number of pro essors, g: the ratio of ommuni ation throughput to pro essor throughput, and L:
the time required to barrier syn hronize all or part of the pro essors. A BSP program pro eeds as
a series of supersteps. In ea h superstep, a pro essor may operate only on values stored in lo al
memory. Values sent through the ommuni ation network are not guaranteed to arrive until the
end of the urrent superstep. Parameters p, g, and L an be used to estimate the running time
of a BSP program whose ommuni ation behavior is known. Similarly, a BSP program that has
a ess to these parameters for the ma hine it is running on an use them to hoose between different algorithms. Our purpose is to design a s alable BSP algorithm, minimizing the number of
ommuni ation supersteps as well as the lo al omputation time. If the best possible sequential
1

algorithm for a given problem takes Ts(n) time, then ideally we would like to design a BSP algorithm using O(1) ommuni ation supersteps, preferably with total message size bounded by O( np )
in ea h superstep, and O( T pn ) total lo al omputation time.
s(

)

Throughout the paper, we assume

n
p

= (p), a ondition true for all ommer ially available

parallel ma hines and pra ti al problem sizes.
1.2

All Nearest Smaller Values Problem (ANSVP) and its Appli ations

The all nearest smaller values problem is de ned as follows: Let A = (a ; a ;    ; an ) be an array
1

2

of elements from a totally ordered domain. For ea h aj ; 1  j  n, nd the nearest element to the
left of aj and the nearest element to the right of aj that are less than aj .
A typi al appli ation of the ANSVP is the merging of two sorted lists [3, 12℄. Let A =
(a ; a ;    ; an ) and B = (b ; b ;    ; bn) be two in reasing arrays to be merged. The redu tion
1

2

1

2

to the ANSVP is done by onstru ting an array C = (a ; a ;    ; an ; bn; bn ;    ; b ) and then solv1

2

1

1

ing the ANSVP with respe t to C . If by is the right mat h of ax, the lo ation of ax in the merged
list is x + y. The lo ations of bx's an be found similarly. In addition, the ANSVP is fundamental
in that all the following problems have been shown to be redu ible to it [1℄:
Monotone Polygon Triangulation

A polygon P is onsidered monotone with respe t to a line L if it an be split into two
polygonal hains A and B , both of whi h are monotone with respe t to L. The two hains
share the highest and lowest verti es. We are asked to triangulate su h polygons.
Finding Range Minimum

Prepro ess an array of real numbers A = (a ;    ; an) so that given x; y; 1  x  y  n; it
1

takes onstant time to nd the minimum element in the subarray Ax;y = (ax ;    ; ay ).
2

Binary Tree Re onstru tion

Given the inorder and preorder (postorder) traversals of a binary tree, we are asked to reonstru t the binary tree from these traversals. In other words, the problem is to determine
ea h node's parent.
Parenthesis Mat hing

A sequen e of parentheses is balan ed if every left (right, resp.) parenthesis has a mat hing right (left, resp.) parenthesis. Let a balan ed sequen e of parentheses be represented
by h ; h ;    ; hn , where hk represents the kth parenthesis. It is required to determine the
1

2

mat hing parenthesis of ea h parenthesis.
Parallel ANSV algorithm also plays an important role in solving the following problems: string
mat hing

[4℄,

forest mat hing

[10℄,

omputing all nearest neighbors in onvex polygons

[15℄, and

omputing the onvex hull of a sorted point set [1℄.

A work-optimal CRCW PRAM algorithm for the ANSVP using O(log log n) time was proposed
in [1℄. Katajainen [9℄ explored the parallel omplexity of the ANSVP on a variation of PRAM,
DMM (Distributed Memory Ma hine, also referred to as Lo al Memory PRAM). Kravets and
Plaxton [11℄ presented a parallel algorithm on the hyper ube. These algorithms have not been
implemented [1, 9, 11℄. Our main ontribution is to provide the rst pra ti al and portable general
purpose parallel algorithm for solving the ANSVP with provable ommuni ation eÆ ien y in three
BSP supersteps and optimal sequential omputation time. The portability and s alability have
been experimentally justi ed in Se tion 4.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Se tion 2, we present the BSP algorithm.
The worst- ase and average- ase BSP ost analyses are given in Se tion 3. Se tion 4 provides the
experimental results on the SGI Origin 2000 and Sun Enterprise 4000 parallel ma hines. Se tion 5
on ludes this paper.
3
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The BSP Algorithm

Given a sequen e A = (a ; a ;    ; an ) and a p-pro essor BSP omputer with any ommuni1

2

ation media (shared memory or any inter onne tion network), ea h Pi (1  i  p) stores
(a

n
(i
p

1)+1

;a

n
(i
p

1)+2

;;a

n
i
p

). For simpli ity, we assume that the elements in the sequen e are

distin t. We de ne the nearest smaller value to the right of an element to be its right mat h. The
ANSVP an be solved sequentially with linear time using a straightforward sta k approa h. To nd
the right mat hes of the elements, we s an the input, keep the elements for whi h no right mat h
has been found on a sta k, and report the urrent element as a right mat h for those elements
on the top of the sta k that are larger than the urrent element. The left mat hes an be found
similarly. For brevity and without loss of generality, we will fo us on nding the right mat hes.
Some de nitions are given below. Throughout the rest of this paper, we use i (1  i  p) for
pro essor related indexing and j (1  j  n) for array element related indexing.
 For any j :
{

rm(j ) (lm(j ), resp.) = the index of the right (left, resp.) mat h of aj .

{

rmp(j ) (lmp(j ), resp.) = the index of the pro essor ontaining a

def

def

rm(j )

(a

lm(j )

, resp.).

 For any i:
{

min(i) = the index (in A) of the smallest element in Pi .

{

rm min(i) (lm min(i), resp.) = the index of the right (left, resp.) mat h of a

def

def

respe t to the array A
{

}i def
= fPx j rm

min

= (a

min(1)

min(i)

with

;    ; amin(p) ).

min(x) = ig; 'i = fPx j lm min(x) = ig.
def

Based on the above de nitions, we observe that P

rmp(min(i))

resp.) Next we prove a lemma used in our BSP algorithm.
4

=P

rm min(i)

(P

lmp(min(i))

=P

lm min(i)

,

Lemma 2.1

On a p-pro essor BSP omputer, for any i, if arm(min(i)) exists and rmp(min(i)) 6= i +

1, then there exists a unique pro essor Pk i , i < k(i) < rmp(min(i)), su h that lmp(min(k(i))) = i
( )

and

rmp(min(k(i))) = rmp(min(i)). (Symmetri ally, for any i, if a

lm(min(i))

exists and lmp(min(i)) 6=

i 1, then there exists a unique pro essor Pk0 (i) , lmp(min(i)) < k0 (i) < i, su h that lmp(min(k0 (i))) =

lmp(min(i)) and rmp(min(k0(i))) = i).
Proof:

We show that Ps, where a

min(s)

= minfa

min(i+1)

; amin(i+2) ;    ; amin(rmp(min(i))

1)

g, is

the unique pro essor des ribed in the lemma. For any s0 with i + 1  s0 < s, rmp(min(s0 )) must be
 s. Similarly, for any s0 with s + 1  s0 < rmp(min(i)), lmp(min(s0 )) must be  s. This leaves Ps
the only andidate pro essor. We an easily infer that a
amin(s)

min(s)

is the smallest element among those in Pi ;    ; P
+1

> amin(i) > amin(rmp(min(i))) .

rmp(min(i))

1

Sin e

, we on lude that Ps is the

unique pro essor Pk i spe i ed in Lemma 2.1. (The symmetri part an be proved similarly.) 2
( )

We next outline our algorithm. To begin with, all pro essors sequentially nd the right mat hes
for their lo al elements, using the sta k approa h. Those mat hed elements require no interpro essor
ommuni ation. We therefore fo us on those elements whi h are not yet mat hed. The general idea
is to nd the right mat hes for those not-yet-mat hed elements by redu ing the original ANSVP to
2p smaller \spe ial" ANSVPs, and solve them in parallel.
Next we ompute the right and left mat hes for all a
with respe t to the array A

min

= (a

min(1)

min(i)

;    ; amin(p) ).

's. To do this, we rst solve the ANSVP

Then, for ea h pro essor Pi , we de ne four

sequen es, Seq1i; Seq2i ; Seq3i and Seq4i as follows:
 If a

rm(min(i))

does not exist, then Seq1i and Seq2i are unde ned.

 If a

rm(min(i))

exists and rmp(min(i)) = i + 1, then:

Seq1i = (a
 If a

min(i)

rm(min(i))

;;a

n
i
p

), Seq2i = (a

n
i+1
p

;    ; arm(min(i)) ):

exists and rmp(min(i)) > i + 1, let Pk i be the unique pro essor spe i ed in
( )

5

Lemma 2.1. Then: Seq1i = (a

min(i)

;    ; alm(min(k(i))) ), Seq2i = (arm(min(k(i))) ;    ; arm(min(i)) ):

 If a

lm(min(i))

does not exist, then Seq3i and Seq4i are unde ned.

 If a

lm(min(i))

exists and lmp(min(i)) = i 1, then:

Seq3i = (a
 If a

n
(i
p

lm(min(i))

1)+1

;    ; amin(i) ), Seq4i = (alm(min(i)) ;    ; a

n
(i
p

1)

).

exists and lmp(min(i)) < i 1, let Pk0 i be the unique pro essor spe i ed in
( )

Lemma 2.1. Then: Seq3i = (a

0

rm(min(k (i)))

;    ; amin(i) ), Seq4i = (alm(min(i)) ;    ; alm(min(k0 (i))) ).

Note that Seq1i and Seq3i , if they exist, always reside on Pi, Seq2i, if it exists, always resides on
Prmp(min(i)) , and Seq4i , if it exists, always resides on Plmp(min(i)) .

The following two lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 spe ify how to nd the right mat hes for all unmat hed
elements. Detailed proofs an be found in [1℄.
Lemma 2.2

The right mat hes of all not-yet-mat hed elements in

mat hes of all not-yet-mat hed elements in

Seq4i, ex ept its

Seq1i lie in Seq2i .

rst element, lie in

The right

Seq3i.

Ea h pro essor Pi therefore is responsible for identifying right mat hes for not-yet-mat hed
elements in Seq1i and Seq4i . Again, we apply the sequential algorithm at ea h pro essor Pi with
respe t to the two on atenated sequen es, Seq1i kSeq2i and Seq4ikSeq3i.
Lemma 2.3

All elements will be right-mat hed after the above-mentioned 2p spe ial ANSVPs are

solved in parallel.

We need the following lemma:
1. Suppose that }i = fPx1 ; Px2 ;    ; Pxt g where x1 < x2 <    < xt . Then:

Lemma 2.4

Seq2x1 = (a

  , Seq2x = (a
t

2

rm(min(x ))

n
(i
p

;    ; arm(min(x1 )) ), Seq2x2 = (arm(min(x3 )) ;    ; arm(min(x2 )) ),

1)+1

;    ; arm(min(x )) ).
t

6

2. Suppose that 'i = fPy1 ; Py2 ;    ; Pys g where y1 < y2 <    < ys. Then:

Seq4y1 = (a

1

lm(min(y ))

  , Seq4y = (a
s

;    ; alm(min(y2 )) ), Seq4y2 = (alm(min(y2 )) ;    ; alm(min(y3 )) ),

lm(min(ys ))

;;a

n
i
p

).

We only prove Statement 1. The proof of Statement 2 is similar. First observe that,

Proof:

for any Px; Py 2 }i, x < y implies a

min(x)

< amin(y)

and k(x)  y. Based on these observations, we

have k(xl ) = xl for 1  l < t and xt = i 1. The lemma follows from the de nition of Seq2. 2
+1

The algorithm below nds the right mat hes and is therefore denoted as Algorithm ANSVr . It
is des ribed following BSP programming style. In ea h step, we also mention the standard MPI
libraries we use. (MPI is a standard spe i ation for message passing and will be des ribed in more
details in Se tion 4.)
Algorithm
Input:

ANSVr :

A partitioned into p subsets of

ontiguous elements. Ea h pro essor stores one subset.

(MPI S atter)
Output:

The right mat h of ea h ai is omputed and stored in the pro essor ontaining ai.

1. Ea h Pi sequentially solves the ANSVr problem with respe t to its lo al subset.
2. (a) Ea h Pi omputes its lo al minimum a
(b) All a

min(i)

min(i)

.

's are globally ommuni ated. (Hen e ea h Pi has the array A .)
min

(MPI Allgather, MPI Barrier)

3. Ea h Pi solves the ANSVr and the ANSVl problems with respe t to A ; and identify the
min

sets }i and 'i .
4. Ea h Pi omputes a

rm(min(x))

for every Px 2 }i and a

lm(min(y ))

for every Py 2 'i .

5. Ea h Pi determines Seq1i , Seq3i and re eives Seq2i , Seq4i as follows:
7

(a) Ea h Pi omputes the unique k(i) and k0(i) (as in Lemma 2.1), if exist, and determines
Seq1i and Seq3i.
(b) Ea h Pi determines Seq2x for every Px 2 }i, and Seq4y for every Py 2 'i (as in Lemma
2.4).
( ) Ea h Pi sends Seq2x , for every Px 2 }i, to Px and Seq4y , for every Py 2 'i , to Py .
(MPI Send, MPI Re v, MPI Barrier)

6. (a) Ea h Pi nds the right mat hes for the unmat hed elements in Seq1i and Seq4i
(b) Ea h Pi olle ts the mat hed Seq4y 's from all Py 's2 'i.
(MPI Send, MPI Re v, MPI Barrier)

3
3.1

Complexity Analysis
Computation and Communi ation Complexities

We use the term h-relation to denote a routing problem where ea h pro essor has at most h words
of data to send to other pro essors and ea h pro essor is also due to re eive at most h words of data
from other pro essors. In ea h BSP superstep, if at most w arithmeti operations are performed by
ea h pro essor and the data ommuni ated forms an h-relation, then the ost of this superstep is
w + h  g + L (the parameters g and L are as de

ned in Se tion 1.1). The ost of a BSP algorithm

using S supersteps is simply the sum of the osts of all S supersteps:
BSP ost = omp: ost + omm: ost + syn h: ost = W + H  g + L  S

where H is the sum of the maxima of the h-relations in ea h superstep and W is the sum of the
maxima of the lo al omputations in ea h superstep.
8

Step
1
2(a)
2(b)
3
4
5(a)
5(b)
5( )

T
T

( )
( )

n
s p
n
 p

Table 1: BSP Cost Breakdown of the Algorithm ANSVr
Cost
omp.
omm.

2Ts(p)
maxifT ( np + j'i j) + T ( np + j}ij)g
maxifT (rm min(i) lm min(i))g
O( np )

pg

syn h.
L

maxi f(P 2} jSeq2xj
P 2' jSeq4y j)gg
x

y

i

6(a) maxifTs(jSeq1ij + jSeq2ij) +
Ts(jSeq4i j + jSeq3i j) g
6(b)
maxi fP 2' jSeq4xjgg

+ L

i

x

i

L

Here we assume the sequential omputation time for the ANSVr problem of input size n is
Ts (n), and the sequential time for

nding the minimum of n elements is T (n). Then the BSP ost

breakdown of Algorithm ANSVr an be derived as in Table 1.
Sin e np = (p) and Ts(n) = T (n) = O(n), the omputation time in ea h step is obviously linear
in the lo al data size, namely O( np ). Steps 2 (b), 5 ( ) and 6 (b) involve ommuni ation. Thus
the algorithm takes three supersteps. Based on Lemma 2.4 and the fa t that j'i j + j}ij  p, the
ommuni ation steps 5 ( ) and 6 (b) an ea h be implemented by an ( np + p)-relation. Therefore
we have:
Theorem 3.1

The ANSVP with input size n an be solved on a p-pro essor BSP ma hine in three

supersteps using linear lo al omputation time and at most an
ation phase, provided p  n=p.

9

( np + p)-relation in ea h

ommuni-

3.2

Average-Case Communi ation Complexity

The ommuni ation omplexity analysis given in the last subse tion is for the worst ase. In our
experiments, we have observed that, for some xed p, the ommuni ation osts do not seem to
depend on the input size n. Sin e appli ations using the ANSVP tend to have randomly generated
inputs, nding the average- ase ommuni ation omplexity a tually gives more pre ise ommuni ation time estimates. Although the ommuni ation ost of step 2 (b) of Algorithm ANSVr is always
(pg), we will show in this se tion that, on random inputs, the expe ted ommuni ation osts of
steps 5 ( ) and 6 (b) are a tually both O(g), mu h smaller than the ommuni ation ost O( np g)
as indi ated in the worst ase analysis. Thus the total average ommuni ation ost of Algorithm
ANSVr is (pg).

Sin e p is normally far smaller than n=p, the average ommuni ation ost of our

algorithm is mu h better than that indi ated in the worst- ase analysis.
We fo us on step 5 ( ). The analysis of step 6 (b) is similar. In step 5 ( ), pro essor Pi sends
out Seq2x for ea h Px 2 }i. We will show that the expe ted size of Seq2x and the expe ted size of
}i are both O(1).

This will establish our laim.

Consider the ANSVr problem on the array A
de ne rm min(i) = p +1 if a
if and only if a

min(i+1)

min(i)

;    ; amin(u

min

= (a

min(1)

;    ; amin(p) ).

For onvenien e, we

has no right mat h. Note that, for i +1  u  p, rm min(i) = u
1)

are all greater than a

min(i)

, and a

min(u)

< amin(i) .

Sin e the

input is random, we have:

min(i) = u℄ = 2u1 i ; for i + 1  u  p
1
Pr [rm min(i) = p + 1℄ = p i
2
Pr [rm

Suppose that rm min(i) = u for some i < u  p. Then a
10

min(k (i))

(1)
(2)

is the minimum value among

amin(i+1) ;    ; amin(u

1)

. Sin e the input is random, the probability of all possibilities are equal.

Thus, for i < v < u  p, we have:
Pr [k(i) = v j rm

min(i) = u℄ = u 1i 1 :

The expe ted value of jSeq2ij an be des ribed as:

E (jSeq2i j) =

X P [rm min(i) = u℄  E(jSeq2 j j rm min(i) = u)

p+1

r

(3)

i

u=i+1

Assume that rm min(i) = u and k(i) = v. Suppose that the right mat h of a
(1  t  n=p) element in the subarray ontained in Pu, and the right mat h of a

min(u)

is the t-th

min(v )

is the x-th

(1  x  t) element in the subarray ontained in Pu. Then jSeq2i j = t x + 1. Thus:

X 1 (X 1 (t x + 1) + 1  1)
E (jSeq2 j j rm min(i) = u j k(i) = v) =
2
2
2
X 1 (t 1 + 1 ) = 5 + 1 1 1
=
2
n
p

t 1

i

t

t=1

x=1

x

t 1

n
p

t=1

2

t

2

t 1

3

n
p

2

n
p

32

n
p

This gives:
1. E (jSeq2i j j rm min(i) = p + 1) = 0;
2. E (jSeq2i j j rm min(i) = i + 1)

= Ps s  Pr [ the right mat h of a
n
p

=1

= Ps s  = 2(1
n
p

=1

1
2s

1

n
2p

min(i)

+1 ) < 2,

n
p
n
2p

is the sth element in the subarray of Pi ℄
+1

and

3. E (jSeq2i j j rm min(i) = u), i + 2  u  p, an be derived as follows:
11

1

<

5
3

E (jSeq2i j

X

u 1

j rm min(i) = u) =

1

1  E (jSeq2ij j rm min(i) = u j k(i) = v)
1 5=5
u i 1 3 3

u i
s=i+1

X

u 1



s=i+1

Therefore,
(1) E (jSeq2pj) = 0.
(2) E (jSeq2p j)   0 +  2 = 1.
1
2

1

1
2

(3) E (jSeq2i j), 1  i  p 2, an be derived as follows:
E (jSeq2i j)

X P [rm min(i) = u℄  E(jSeq2 j j rm min(i) = u)
X 1  5 = 1 + ( 1 1 )  5  1 + 1  5 = 11
 2 1  0 + 12  2 +
2 3
2 2
3
2 3 6

=

p+1

r

i

u=i+1

p

p i

u=i+2

u i

p i

Next, we ompute the expe ted size of }i. Note that, for 1  x < i, pro essor Px 2 }i if and
only if a

min(x)

E (j}i j) =

> amin(i)

and a

min(l)

> amin(x) for all x + 1  l  i

P = P [P 2 } ℄ = P
i 1
x=1

r

x

i

i 1
1
x=1 2i x

=1

1
2i

1. Thus:

 1.

Hen e, the expe ted ommuni ation requirements for steps 5 ( ) and 6 (b) are both bounded
above by

11
6

 1 = . Step 2 (b) therefore be omes the dominant step in ommuni ation require11
6

ment, whi h takes simply a p-relation.
This on ludes the following theorem :
Theorem 3.2

The ANSVP with input size n an be solved on a p-pro essor BSP ma hine in 3

supersteps using linear lo al omputation time, with the average- ase ommuni ation requirement

12

bounded above by a p-relation for ea h ommuni ation phase.

4

Experimental Results

To demonstrate the pra ti al relevan e, we have implemented Algorithm ANSVr on UB CSE
department's Sun Enterprise 4000 multipro essing server supporting 8 UltraSPARC pro essors and
UB CCR's SGI Origin 2000 with 32 R10000 pro essors.
Our program is about 350 lines, written in C, using the MPI (Message Passing Interfa e) library [14℄ for interpro essor ommuni ation. MPI is a standard spe i ation for message passing
libraries. MPT (on SGI Origin 2000) and MPICH (on Sun Enterprise 4000) are both portable
implementations of the full MPI spe i ation for a wide variety of parallel and distributed environments, in luding parallel omputers, lusters of workstations, integrated distributed environments
( omputational grids) and shared-memory symmetri multipro essors. Yet both MPT and MPICH
provide uni ed system alls for ommuni ation between pro esses via the various ommuni ation
media. Programming with MPI libraries makes it possible for developing portable and eÆ ient
parallel programs. In our experiment, the odes on SGI Origin 2000 and Sun Enterprise 4000
are exa tly the same. Sin e MPI interfa e provides wide support for most ommer ially available
parallel ma hines, and urrent systems that onform to the BSP omputer model in lude networks
of workstations, distributed memory pro essor arrays, and shared memory multipro essors, the
Algorithm ANSVr an easily be ported to any ommer ially available ma hines.
MPT, MPICH and MPICH-GM (used on CCR's Sun Myrinet Cluster) are all ompatible with
MPICH-G2, another portable implementation of the full MPI spe i ation, supported by Globus
[6℄. (The Globus proje t [6℄ is developing fundamental te hnologies needed to build omputational grids.) To fa ilitate future expansion, our ode is thus based on the MPI. Another portable
ommuni ation system, BSPLib [7℄, has been popularly used for BSP programming model [2, 16℄.
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Algorithm ANSVr an be implemented with BSPLib in a similar manner.
We use MPI B ast for broad asting. Some olle tive ommuni ation routines, su h as MPI Allredu e,
MPI Allgather, are also used for global ommuni ation. MPI S atter and MPI Gather are used
to distribute input data and olle t results. Due to the property of Algorithm ANSVr that data
items routed in ea h superstep are always in ontiguous lo ations, only MPI Send and MPI Re v
are used for message passing.
Re ently, another bridging model, CGM (Coarse Grained Multi omputer), by Dehne [5℄, argued that in a message passing multiprogramming environment, sending many smaller messages in
one ommuni ation round requires a lot more enveloping overhead than sending a single, pa ked,
maximal-size message [5℄. In our implementation, the a tual message passing is arried out by
MPI Send and MPI Re v sin e all data elements to be routed are a tually in ontiguous lo ations.
MPI also provides MPI Pa k and MPI Unpa k for pa king elements, but we don't nd them useful
in our implementation. Timings were done by invoking MPI WTime routine, whi h is intended
to be a high-resolution, elapsed (or wall) lo k. Throughout this se tion, we use ANSV (n; p) to
denote the parallel running time of the Algorithm ANSVr , where n and p stand for the input size
and the number of pro essors respe tively.
4.1

On SGI Origin 2000

We investigated the algorithm's behavior on UB CCR's SGI Origin 2000 ma hine, using up to
32 pro essors. The experiment was done on input sizes from 0.1 to 8 millions. Ea h data point
presented was obtained as the average of 5 test runs, ea h on a di erent randomly generated array.
Figures 1 and 2 depi t the parallel running times when input sizes range from 0.1 to 8 millions.
The speedups a hieved when the input size is above 1 million are almost linear as shown in Fig
1. When input size is between 0.1 and 0.8 millions, syn hronization overhead starts to take up a
14

Figure 1: SGI Origin 2000 running times of Algorithm ANSVr (1)

Figure 2: SGI Origin 2000 running times of Algorithm ANSVr (2)
larger portion of total running time. As the number of pro essors in reases to 32 and the input
size is 0.1 million, almost 37.5% (0.036 se s/0.096 se s) of parallel running times are ontributed
by barrier syn hronization. This is partly be ause of the high ost of barrier syn hronization
for this ma hine [8℄, and partly be ause of the extremely small, a tually < 2, hidden onstant
of the linear-time sequential sta k algorithm. When 16 pro essors are used on 0.1 million data
items, barrier syn hronization uses about 27.2% (0.018 se s/0.066 se s) of the total exe ution time.
However, when only 4 pro essors are used, this ratio signi antly redu es to about 4.6% (0.00468
se s/0.09988 se s).
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4.2

On Sun Enterprise 4000

The timings on Sun Enterprise 4000 multipro essing server were made under time sharing. However,
all experiments were arried out when system CPU idle time was at least 80%. Fig. 3 shows the
average running times for input sizes of 0.84 and 4.2 millions on up to 7 pro essors. When two
pro essors are used, the speedup is about 1.6, approximately 80% of the optimal speedup. When
the number of pro essors s ales to 7 (during our experiment, the 8th pro essor had been onstantly
o upied by some CPU-intensive jobs, thus was not in luded in our experiment), the speedup is
about 4, whi h is about 55% of optimal speed-up. (Here the p-pro essor speedup is measured based
on ANSV(n; 1)/ANSV(n; p)).

Figure 3: Sun Enterprise 4000 running times of Algorithm ANSVr
5

Con lusion

Long ommuni ation laten y and the overhead of syn hronization tend to be the two riti al fa tors
that greatly a e t the speedup of a parallel algorithm on present multipro essor ar hite tures.
The Algorithm ANSVr is intended to minimize both. The parallel algorithm design is based on
BSP programming model, whi h onforms to most of the ommer ially available parallel ma hines.
Experiments on SGI Origin 2000 and Sun Enterprise 4000 demonstrate good speedups, whi h makes
it lear that pra ti ally eÆ ient parallel algorithms for various problems in both graph theory and
16

omputational geometry, as des ribed in this paper, are indeed a hievable. Two portable MPI
implementations, MPICH and MPT, are used in our experiments to justify the portability of our
algorithm.
6
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